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Full Legal Disclaimer
This research presentation expresses our research opinions. You should assume that as of the publication date of any presentation, report or letter, Spruce Point Capital
Management LLC (“SPCM”) (possibly along with or through our members, partners, affiliates, employees, and/or consultants) along with our subscribers and clients has a
short position in all stocks (and are long/short combinations of puts and calls on the stock) covered herein, including without limitation Porch Group Inc (“PRCH”) and
therefore stand to realize significant gains in the event that the price declines. Following publication of any presentation, report or letter, we intend to continue transacting in
the securities covered therein, and we may be long, short, or neutral at any time hereafter regardless of our initial recommendation. All expressions of opinion are subject to
change without notice, and Spruce Point Capital Management does not undertake to update this report or any information contained herein. Spruce Point Capital
Management, subscribers and/or consultants shall have no obligation to inform any investor or viewer of this report about their historical, current, and future trading
activities.

This research presentation expresses our research opinions, which we have based upon interpretation of certain facts and observations, all of which are based upon publicly
available information, and all of which are set out in this research presentation. Any investment involves substantial risks, including complete loss of capital. There can be no
assurance that any statement, information, projection, estimate, or assumption made reference to directly or indirectly in this presentation will be realized or accurate. Any
forecasts, estimates, and examples are for illustrative purposes only and should not be taken as limitations of the minimum or maximum possible loss, gain, or outcome. Any
information contained in this report may include forward looking statements, expectations, pro forma analyses, estimates, and projections. You should assume these types of
statements, expectations, pro forma analyses, estimates, and projections may turn out to be incorrect for reasons beyond Spruce Point Capital Management LLC’s control.
This is not investment or accounting advice nor should it be construed as such. Use of Spruce Point Capital Management LLC’s research is at your own risk. You should do
your own research and due diligence, with assistance from professional financial, legal and tax experts, before making any investment decision with respect to securities
covered herein. All figures assumed to be in US Dollars, unless specified otherwise.
To the best of our ability and belief, as of the date hereof, all information contained herein is accurate and reliable and does not omit to state material facts necessary to
make the statements herein not misleading, and all information has been obtained from public sources we believe to be accurate and reliable, and who are not insiders or
connected persons of the stock covered herein or who may otherwise owe any fiduciary duty or duty of confidentiality to the issuer, or to any other person or entity that was
breached by the transmission of information to Spruce Point Capital Management LLC. However, Spruce Point Capital Management LLC recognizes that there may be nonpublic information in the possession of PRCH or other insiders of PRCH that has not been publicly disclosed by PRCH. Therefore, such information contained herein is
presented “as is,” without warranty of any kind – whether express or implied. Spruce Point Capital Management LLC makes no other representations, express or implied, as
to the accuracy, timeliness, or completeness of any such information or with regard to the results to be obtained from its use.
This report’s estimated fundamental value only represents a best efforts estimate of the potential fundamental valuation of a specific security, and is not expressed as, or
implied as, assessments of the quality of a security, a summary of past performance, or an actionable investment strategy for an investor. This is not an offer to sell or a
solicitation of an offer to buy any security, nor shall any security be offered or sold to any person, in any jurisdiction in which such offer would be unlawful under the
securities laws of such jurisdiction. Spruce Point Capital Management LLC is registered with the SEC as an investment advisor. However, you should not assume that any
discussion or information contained in this presentation serves as the receipt of personalized investment advice from Spruce Point Capital Management LLC. Spruce Point
Capital Management LLC is not registered as a broker/dealer or accounting firm.
All rights reserved. This document may not be reproduced or disseminated in whole or in part without the prior written consent of Spruce Point Capital Management LLC.
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Spruce Point’s Activist Success Exposing
Companies Hyped As Technology Disruptors
Quote From
Ben Axler
CIO
Spruce Point

“Beware of hyper promotional technology companies throwing spaghetti on the wall to find a business model. We will explain why
we believe Porch.com is the mirror image of The Active Network, a successful short from years past.”

iRobot / IRBT

Echo Global / ECHO

BazaarVoice / BV

Report

Oct 2012

May 2015 / June 2017

Sept 2016

May 2012

Enterprise
Value

$700 million

$2.5 billion

$1.1 billion

$1.2 billion

Company
Promotion /
Situation
Overview

Leading cloud software solution and
internet vertical destination for group
activities

Innovative robotics company capable
of leveraging its success in robotics
vacuums into other product
categories such as telehealth, and
lawn mower robots

Innovative technology disruptor in the
third-party logistics space, hyping
multiple iterations of its ETM and
Optimizer technology, while quietly
churning through five CTOs

Disruptive provider of social
commerce solutions that help clients
capture, display and analyze online
word-of-mouth, including consumergenerated ratings and reviews

Our Criticism

Active attempted an IPO years earlier and
failed. Instead it embarked on an
ambitious acquisition spree resulting in a
structurally worse business more akin to a
business process outsourcer. The
company appears to be hemorrhaging
money, while navigating a cash crunch,
and gaming its accounting to mask an
increasingly fragile financial profile

Failures to innovate and repeated
promises to diversify into other
categories. Company is more a
promotional vehicle for insiders to
consistently sell stock at inflated
multiples, while masking pressure
through related distributor
acquisitions

Management has a history of
associating itself with companies that
were touted as technology disruptors,
but which ultimately fizzled out and had
no lasting endurance. Notably: Groupon
and Innerworkings, both which had
earnings restatements

Our research revealed that BV’s
solution was nothing more than a
money losing, rapidly commoditized
service that would not scale. Its IPO
prospectus was littered with social
media buzz words at a time when
Facebook was being taken public,
and $25 analyst price targets would
prove unrealistic

Successful
Outcome

Shortly after the report on the next
earning call, management introduced
longer-term guidance which was
significantly below street estimates,
causing the share price to collapse over
30%. The Chairman and CEO resigned and
an interim CEO was eventually brought in
to sell the business, which was eventually
sold to Vista Equity in Sept 2013

iRobot’s home vacuum market share
has been significantly eroded by new
entrants, forcing significant price
compression. Its telehealth robots
have failed to deliver any upside,
while it finally just launched a lawn
mower vacuum in Feb 2019, yet has
not been able to articulate the price
or distribution strategy into the U.S.

In Q2’17 ECHO cut its FY17 revenue
outlook and suspended longer-term
guidance given changes in its end
market and failure to hit synergy targets
with Command. ECHO sell-side brokers
downgraded their recommendations
from Buy to Hold. ECHO’s shares fell to a
52 week low of $13, or nearly 50%

BV’s CFO and CEO eventually
resigned and its share price fizzled to
low single digits before ultimately
being acquired for just $5.50/sh, 54%
below its $12 IPO price and 70%
below our initiation price

The Active Network report was written by Prescience Point Capital Management, co-authored by Spruce Point founder Ben Axler. The recommendations shown above are not intended to be exhaustive. A full list of
all recommendations made over the past twelve months can be found on our website
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Executive Summary

Porch Is The “Everything” Spaghetti Business Model
In Search of Satisfying A Consumer Need That
Doesn’t Exist: 50% – 70% Downside Risk
Spruce Point believes that Porch Group (Nasdaq: PRCH), a recently closed SPAC deal, is a classic example of a Company that has never found a business
model that makes sense and was in technical default with a going concern warning before using the frothy SPAC market as an opportunity to allow insiders
to dump shares. After having been conceived nearly 10 years ago, Porch has pivoted its business model multiple times, and we believe has never generated
a single dollar of operating cash flow. It claims to be many things, but at its core, the Company essentially wants to be the “everything” solution for home
services. Spruce Point believes that such a wide-ranging business that fails to solve any real consumer problem, or satisfy an unmet consumer need, will
continue to fail. New investors injecting capital into the latest iteration of Porch’s business would be wise to carefully study The Active Network (formerly
NYSE: ACTV) where Porch’s CEO Matt Ehrlichman previously served as Chief Strategy Officer. ACTV pursued a similar business and financial strategy in its
hopes of becoming the “everything” software portal with expanding vertical solutions to group based activities. Spruce Point’s co-founder helped to expose
ACTV’s flawed business strategy and accounting shenanigans in a report in 2012, which led to management quickly resetting expectations lower, and its
Chairman and CEO to abruptly depart.
We believe at best Porch’s CEO has unethically portrayed his biography to investors when at The Active Network by concealing his involvement in
HelpScore, the predecessor to Porch.com, and at worse committed securities misrepresentation. In fact, there was never a public filing made that he
relinquished his executive position at ACTV. In addition, we believe Ehrlichman exaggerates his contributions to ACTV during his tenure.
Now, at the helm of his own Company, we believe evidence shows the following serious material misrepresentations from investors:
•
•
•
•
•

We believe Porch has concealed or obscured numerous business activities from 2017 - 2021. As a result, investors’ can’t see how miserably Porch failed
in its corporate partnerships and through its acquisition strategy. For example, Porch is currently being sued for fraud by Kandela for selling
“Vaporwear” or services that don’t exist. We find additional evidence of an obscured recent partnership service that doesn’t exist
We believe Porch has recorded a $33m transaction on its book that had absolutely nothing to do with the Company, and made conflicting statements
about it to the SEC. We believe this transaction allowed Porch to avoid taking a staggering goodwill impairment
We estimate $1.1 billion of maximum potential exposure to financial guarantees are being kept off Porch’s balance sheet, thus understating the
Company’s true leverage. Unlike other public peers, Porch also doesn’t include leases on its balance sheet and its $40m of claimed debt is closer to $51m
Experts familiar with Porch disagree with its home inspection economic assumptions, a major pillar of its growth strategy. Porch claims each lead is
worth $25 but experts indicate the real value is $14 - $15, or 40% lower. Porch assumes it receives $4 per inspection, but in practice offers discounts
Given negative EBITDA, EPS and OCF, we believe Porch has artificially inflated its gross margin, and positioned this metric to investors as an appropriate
valuation metric. Porch books revenues for selling leads to home service companies, but doesn’t account for the cost of these leads which are effectively
barter transactions. Barter transactions have historically come under immense scrutiny by the SEC, resulting in many accounting fraud cases. We
estimate gross margins are overstated by at least 230 basis points

Buyer Beware: Porch has never made money, and its recent uptick in share price is likely correlated to new home sales and home remodeling, tailwinds
during COVID-19 that look to become headwinds as the economy opens and mortgage rates rise. We find tremendous problems with its recent spree of low
quality acquisitions made for 2x sales and believe new competition is coming. Porch wants investors to believe it’s a high growth, high margin SaaS
company deserving a 9x sales multiple. However, we see Porch for what it is: a low quality lead generation business, and another attempt by Ehrlichman to
recreate The Active Network vertical software story, which ultimately failed and was taken private at 2x sales. Applying a generous 2x – 4x multiple range on
Porch’s 2021E sales puts its stock value at $5.06 – $8.56 per share (50% – 70% downside).
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Did Porch Lie Directly To the SEC? Porch Can’t Keep
Its Story Straight Regarding Its Shady Accounting
Spruce Point critically analyzed a transaction whereby Lowe’s (NYSE: LOW), Porch's biggest owner, sold Porch equity
directly to Porch CEO Ehrlichman at a price it argued was 90% below fair value. Rather than consider this as an impairment to
goodwill, Porch recorded the $33m "discount" received by Lowe's on its own books, characterizing it as a compensation
expense. The SEC questioned this in Nov 2020. Months later after responding to the SEC, the Company explicitly stated it
was not a party to the Lowe’s stock transaction, and thus did not view the $33m as part of the CEO’s compensation.
This bold statement contradicts what Porch told the SEC earlier that the transaction should be viewed as stock
compensation. If Porch was not a party to the transaction, why is it recorded in Porch’s financial statements?

Alternative
View

By having CEO Ehrlichman purchase Lowe’s shares, and claim that it was substantially below market value, was the
Company using this as diversion from taking a goodwill impairment? Porch’s losses increased from $50.4m to
$103.2m from 2018 and 2019. The extreme increase in losses and Lowe’s stock sale could be potential indicators of
goodwill impairment.

Source: Porch Prospectus Jan 29, 2021

Source: Porch and PROPTECH Response To SEC Comment Letter: Nov 16, 2020

H
U
H
?
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We Believe Porch Uses Barter Deals: Gross Margins
Are Inflated By At Least 230 Basis Points
We believe Porch’s gross margins are not accurately stated. Porch explicitly states it encourages customers to pay it in the form of customer
leads, which then generate transactional revenue. Yet, by closely examining Porch’s cost of revenue disclosure, it explicitly excludes the cost of
leads. We conservatively estimate Porch booked $8.1m of revenue in 2019 with zero cost associated with it. As a result, we estimate Gross
Margin % to be inflated by approximately 2.3% (230 basis points). Note: This analysis just includes the inspection business, and not the moving,
utility or warranty businesses, where Porch also provides software and has a similar pay model. However, inspection is its largest.
Porch’s CEO At
Gateway
Conference

“Porch provides ERP and CRM software to a wide variety of home services companies. Those companies can pay us with typical
software fees or we really encourage those companies to pay us by providing us access to their consumer, to their
homebuyers, where we then generate B2B2C transactional revenues as we help those consumers with key services for their home.”
Source: Transcript

Porch’s
Disclosure on
Cost of Revenue

“Cost of revenue primarily consist of professional fees and materials under the Managed Services model and credit card processing
fees, including merchant fees.”

Source: Prospectus, p. 70

Estimated Inspection Revenue From Leads vs. SaaS Fees
$ in mm

Total Annual Inspections (1)

2019E
SaaS
100%

Estimated Margin Overstatement

Breakdown in Porch Customer Pay
Method For Home Inspection (5)
SaaS
Lead
59%
41%

5,340,000

5,340,000

5,340,000

26%

26%

26%

1,388,400

819,156

569,244

--

--

324,469

$4.00

$4.00

--

--

--

$25.00

Inspection Revenue

$5.6

$3.3

$8.1

Total Revenues To Porch

$5.6

% Through Porch (2)
Porch Inspections
57% Lead Conversion Rate (3)
SaaS Revenue Per Inspection (4)
Revenue Per Inspection
When Paid in Leads (4)

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

$ in mm

PF
Porch
2019A

Adjust:
Cost of
Lead (1)

Spruce Point
Pro Forma
Adjusted

Porch Sales

$55.6

$55.6

Less: Cost of Revenue

(8.6)

Gross Profit

$47.0

$45.7

% margin

84.5%

82.2%

(1.3)

(9.9)

Note: 2019 Pro Forma for divested businesses
1) We assume the equivalent value of the lead is $4 of revenue foregone

$11.4

Existing home sales per NAR as a proxy for inspections
Disclosed Investor Day Presentation (slide 11), Dec 1, 2020
Porch’s inspector Kilma says 95% of customers opt-in,80% are communicated with, and 75% get at least 1 service
Disclosed Investor Day Presentation (slide 10), Dec 1, 2020
Disclosed Investor Day Conference Call per the CEO

Revenue booked with no
cost associated with it
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History of SEC-Charged Barter Related Frauds
Porch essentially barters its software for leads, which it then sells, yet doesn’t record the transaction in cost of revenues. Given the
subjectivity and managerial discretion on placing values for exchanged services in barter transactions, they have often been heavily
scrutinized by the SEC and are susceptible to accounting fraud.

Porch’s CEO At
Gateway
Conference

“Porch provides ERP and CRM software to a wide variety of home services companies. Those companies can pay us with typical
software fees or we really encourage those companies to pay us by providing us access to their consumer, to their
homebuyers, where we then generate B2B2C transactional revenues as we help those consumers with key services for their home.”
Source: Transcript

Porch’s
Disclosure on
Cost of Revenue
excludes
lead cost

“Cost of revenue primarily consist of professional fees and materials under the Managed Services model and credit card processing
fees, including merchant fees.”
Source: Prospectus, p. 70

SEC-Charged Barter Frauds

Year

Company

SEC Filing Quote

Source

1997 – 1998

The North Face

“Filed false and misleading financial statements.” “Artificially
inflated its revenue and gross margin recognition by
fraudulently recognizing revenue on barter transactions…”

SEC

1997 – 1999

Candie's

“Artificially inflated revenue by entering into illusory sales
transactions with a barter company.”

SEC

1993 – 1998

Itex

“The Complaint alleged that Itex reported substantial revenue
from sham barter transactions…”

SEC

2000

EasyLink Services

“…improperly recognizing and reporting advertising revenue
from barter transactions…”

SEC

2004

Retail Pro

“…improperly record and report $3.9 million in revenue from a
barter transaction.”

SEC
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Porch’s Key Financial Assumptions Contradicted By
Experts During Our Research
Warning: There’s a 40% delta between Porch’s claimed customer lead economics from ISN vs. expert’s opinions. $25 vs. $14-$15.
Porch’s assumed average revenue of $4 per inspection also appears impossible given volume discounts.

Porch CEO
Analyst Day
Dec 2021

Spruce Point
Interview of a
Former Porch
Employee
InterNACHI
(Major Trade Group)
Master Inspector
(And Porch Partner)

“When a company is paying us with SaaS fees, they’re paying us around $4 per customer today. When they decide to pay
with customer access, it’s a much better, again, experience and offering for that company. But at the same time, the inspection
company becomes -- is worth about 6x more to Porch overnight, which is a great thing for all parties involved. But we really do feel
like we’re just getting started, as you can see on the right-hand side of the slide. Well, $25 is great in terms of what we generate
per homebuyer on average. And again, that’s not necessarily to everybody we talk to or certainly not anybody that
purchases a service, just on average, and a company’s customers are worth about $25 to us.”
“Each inspector was paying probably anywhere from a $1 to $3 per inspection to use that software. So if you knew your
average lead was worth $14 - $15 bucks you could easily give that product away, and lower your cost of acquisition”
“I’m quoting the bigger customers too, the larger the volume the lower the fees”

Commentary on website that inspector’s customer leads are worth $15

Why does Porch
Assume The
Maximum Fee?

Source: Porch Investor Day, Slide 18
1) For 2019, Porch generated approximately $4 in SaaS fees per inspection processed through its SaaS system.
3) Porch’s homebuyer base has grown quickly and while Porch has and continues to scale rapidly, it does not yet
attempt to contact all homebuyers to whom it has access. $25 is Porch management’s estimate based on those
homebuyers who were attempted to be contacted

Source: ISN Pricing

Warning: Management
estimates can be inflated
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Current Lawsuit Alleges Fraud By Porch For
Overstating Key Figures
Warning: Porch is currently being sued by Kandela, an acquisition target that is alleging fraud. In the lawsuit, Kandela details that
Porch exaggerates its capabilities and figures in a reckless manner. In the context of our recent findings that experts believe Porch‘s
claimed customer lead economics are 40% less, we believe investors should exercise extreme caution. In addition, an article from
2015 that conducted employee interviews also suggests that Porch has made inaccurate business claims in the past. (1)

Source: Kandela vs. Porch.com Inc
1) “Challenges at Porch: High-Flying, Heavily Funded Startup Learns The Lessons of Rapid Growth”, Geekwire, Nov 5, 2015
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Porch CEO’s Disingenuous Biography
And Link To The Active Network
Debacle

Buyer Beware:
Major Inconsistencies With The CEO’s Biography
The CEO of Porch is Matt Ehrlichman, the former Chief Strategy Officer, a named executive, at The Active Network (formerly NYSE: ACTV),
a company that Spruce Point’s founder Ben Axler successfully bet against in 2012. Mr. Ehrlichman’s biography claims he was responsible
for 85% of the Company’s P&L – an impressive feat for a high-ranking executive. However, we believe investors should tread carefully, and
it would be more accurate to state 85% of its financial losses and failure are attributable to him. In addition, Mr. Ehrlichman claims he helped
grow revenues from $65m to $420m and a 2011 IPO. However, we believe this is also misleading. Mr. Ehrlichman’s employment didn’t
commence until March 2007 and trailing 12 months revenues at the IPO reached $289m, not $420m. Ehrlichman mysteriously disappeared
as an executive at ACTV before achieving $420m of sales. ACTV never announced his resignation, and his name last appeared in an S-1
filed Jan 20, 2012 and completely disappeared in the 2012 10-K.(1,2) Yet, according to his biography, he founded Porch in 2011.

Porch CEO’s
Biography

Source: Porch.com

Accurate
Track
Record
At ACTV
No Profits, Just Losses

(1) The Active Network S-1 filed Jan 20, 2012
(2) The Active Network 2012 10-K Annual Report filed March 16, 2013

Source: The Active Network, Prospectus, May 2011
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At Best Unethical, At Worst Securities
Misrepresentation By Porch’s CEO
Porch was originally called HelpScore.com as evidenced by its earliest California state business filings. Yet, this fact is all but omitted from
Porch’s recent SEC filings after being acquired by a SPAC. We find evidence that HelpScore.com was conceived as early as Jan 18, 2012 while
CEO Ehrlichman was still representing himself as Chief Strategy Officer of The Active Network (ACTV). In fact, just two days later on Jan 20,
2012 ACTV filed an S-1 document registering to sell shares, and there is no mention of his outside business interest, or intention to leave ACTV.
ACTV never filed an 8-K of his departure, which his LinkedIn biography claims is April 2012.(1) Even worse, Scott Austin, a Porch Co-Founder,
claims the business was started in October 2011.(2) At best, we believe it was unethical for Mr. Ehrlichman not to disclose his work at
HelpScore.com while ACTV was in the process of selling shares, and at worst this could be construed as securities misrepresentation.

HelpScore (Porch) Formed:
Jan 18, 2012

Source: WaybackMachine for HelpScore.com on Jan 18, 2012
1)
2)

Matt Ehrlichman LinkedIn profile
Scott Austin LinkedIn profile

Active Network S-1 Filing
Jan 20, 2012

Source: The Active Network S-1 Filing

HelpScore (Porch)
June 21, 2012
(Delaware Registered)

Source: California Business Records
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We Find Porch’s Playbook Similar To
The Active Network’s Failed Stock Pitch
Spruce Point believes that investors should carefully research the investment playbook at The Active Network (NYSE: ACTV), where
Porch’s CEO Matt Ehrlichman spent many years in strategy roles. ACTV came public at $15.00 per share in May 2011 and quickly reset
its long-term financial targets well below street expectations by Nov 2012 after a critical report from Prescience Point Capital Management
(co-authored by Spruce Point’s Ben Axler).(1,2) Its share price collapsed to low single digits, and the Company was eventually taken private by
Vista Equity in Sept 2013 for $14.50 per share (the same Vista Equity whose founder settled charges in 2020 for $200m of tax evasion).(3,4)
In our opinion, Porch’s investment playbook, business and financial and strategy are nearly identical.

Porch.com
Leadership

Other Employees

Business Strategy
Financial Strategy
Acquisition Strategy

Tech Challenges
Business Problems
Going Public

Active.com

Matt Ehlrichman: Chief Executive Officer
Matt Ehlrichman: Chief Strategy Officer
Scott Austin: Co-Founder and President (2011-2014)
Scott Austin: VP Strategy (2010-2011)
Eric Schleicher: Co-Founder and CTO (2012-2014)
Eric Schleicher: Director Enterprise Data Mgmt (2011-2012)
Nicole Pelley: Project Manager
Nicole Pelley: VP Product
Jake Cooney: Web Design/Marketing
Jake Cooney: Co-Founder, Design Director
Valentina M: Snr Software Engineer
Valentina M: Snr Software Engineer
Kyle Van Vranken: Senior Software Engineer
Kyle Van Vranken: Senior Software Engineer
Andrew Frantz: Staff Engineer
Andrew Frantz: Staff Engineer
Phillip Duggan: QA Engineer
Phillip Duggan: Lead QA Engineer
Become the everything technology portal and solution for all things
Become the everything technology portal and solution for all group based
related to home services with an ability to ever expand vertical
activities with an ability to ever expand vertical specialties
specialties
Focus on revenue growth over profits
Focus on revenue growth over profits
Grow as fast as possible via acquisitions, especially after going
Grow as fast as possible via acquisitions, especially after going public. Provide
public. Provide limited details on acquisition’s historical growth
limited details on the acquisition’s historical growth profile or margins
profile or margins
Promised a proprietary platform called ActiveWorks to allow verticallyPromises to integrate complex platform of solutions that consists of
specialized apps to a large and diverse market. Yet, failures became obvious
software and services for companies and products
and it even disclosed reporting system errors (5,6)
CEO makes Mad Money appearance on 2014 and asked about an
Initially filed to go public in 2004, but delayed its IPO until 2011 with evidence
IPO.(7) Company restructures in 2016 and then comes public
the business had worsened
through non-traditional SPAC in 2020

Large Corporate Partner
To Add Credibility
Questionable Consumer
Protection Violations
Auditor

Lowe’s (sold shares pre-SPAC IPO)

Disney (sold shares post IPO)

Currently being sued for alleged violations of the Telephone
Consumer Protection Act
Ernst & Young

Outcome

?

Settled a consumer protection action for laws governing auto renewal of
contracts
Ernst & Young
Public IPO investors lost money and were bailed out buy a private equity firm
known to pay rich premiums whose founder came under Federal scrutiny

1)
2)
3)
4)

Prescience Point ACTV report, Oct 2012
ACTIVE Network Reports Third Quarter 2012 Financial Results, Nov 1, 2012
Billionaire philanthropist Robert Smith's tax fraud roils Vista Equity, Axios, Oct 2020
ACTIVE Network to be Acquired by Vista Equity Partners, Sept 30, 2013

5) Chicago Marathon Suspends Registration, Runnersworld, Feb 20, 2013
6) ACTV 8-K filing , Nov 4, 2011
7) Porch CEO on Mad Money Dec 2014
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We Believe Porch’s Historical Failures
Are Coming Full Circle Again

Is History Repeating Itself? Insights From Porch’s
Prior Failure
We believe that times of stress are where you see what a Company and its CEO are made of. Porch, lead by Matt Ehrlichman,
launched with grand ambitions of being a unicorn, raised $100m, grew to nearly 500 employees, leased a big new HQ, and
announced deals with Lowe’s and Realtor.com. However, despite all the hoopla, Porch was struggling with its business model and
ultimately laid off many employees. Pay attention to insights from former employees.
Porch Employee Insights And Research From 2015 (1)

Spruce Point Observations Today

✓

Focus on Hype
And Media
Exposure

“One former employee said media coverage and external perceptions
seemed at times to drive the company’s roadmap and business strategy,
with executives aiming to maintain a steady drumbeat of product and
partnership announcements.”

Porch is using the latest fever and craze around
SPACs to go public

✓

Revenues
Struggled To
Match Ambitions

“According to former Porch insiders, the company has struggled to find its
focus and achieve a level of revenue that matches its outsized ambitions.”

With 2020 revenues in decline, Porch divested
businesses and is pivoting towards acquisitions in
2021, many of which we believe have problems. Still no
cash flow. 2019 divested revenues revised twice

Questions About
Transparency And
Financial
Reporting During
Tough Times

“The company prides itself on data and transparency, but employees said
regular reports to the troops became less forthcoming, no longer including
statistics such as month-over-month revenue growth”

Porch has concealed its press releases from 2017 –
2018, which hide numerous acquisition failures and
abandoned partnerships. In Nov 2020, a shareholder
alleged material omissions in PTAC’s S-4 registration
statement. A recent acquisition target is suing Porch
claiming fraud. Porch’s competition discussion fails to
specify Google, Amazon and others. Ceased disclosing
GMV

Issue

✓
✓
✓

“Former employees with knowledge of the startup’s finances say executives
have become increasingly concerned about Porch’s cash burn rate, in
addition to churn among the paying home improvement pros who use
Porch’s services to find and connect with new customers”

Reorganization
and Departures
During
Tough Times

“But former employees say it’s the latest example of Porch’s struggle with
personnel issues as it rocketed to nearly 500 employees. Compounding the
situation have been regular reorganizations and departures under
Ehrlichman and the company’s chief operating officer”

Worrisome revolving door at the CFO position and key
financial and accounting leadership. In addition, leaders
at acquired businesses have departed and at least one
we believe is working at a company that may soon
launch a competitive product

Evidence of
Misportraying
Figures

“In fact, according to internal data cited independently by former employees
this week, Porch’s headcount actually peaked at more than 490 people prior
to the layoffs — indicating that the overall reduction in the workforce,
including cutbacks and attrition, is even larger than Porch acknowledged
when clarifying its initial statement about the layoffs.”

We believe Porch misportrays its gross margins by at
least 230bps by not including costs of leads. We also
believe it fails to account for financial guarantees,
leases, and the full face value of debt. Lastly, we
believe Porch inflates its average SaaS inspection fees
and customer lead value by 40%

1) “Challenges at Porch: High-Flying, Heavily Funded Startup Learns The Lessons of Rapid Growth”, Geekwire, Nov 5, 2015
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SPAC Media Hype On Dubious Metrics
Before even mentioning anything about revenue, Porch cited in its SPAC deal press release “$2.2 billion of gross services
volumes through its platform” in an attempt, we believe, to puff up its large market relevance. Porch made one more disclosure
of this as a “Key Financial Metric” in its October 2020 investor presentation. However, since then, it’s relevance appears to
have faded, and is no longer disclosed in any company filings. Why did Porch’s key metric lose relevance so quickly?

“Unique Platform”
See next slide for
what that means in
dollars and cents

Notice carefully that
Porch made this
metric a top priority
in its initial press
release
Source: SPAC deal announcement
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Months After The Grand SPAC Announcement,
The Dirt Comes Out….
The SPAC deal was announced July 31, 2020 with great optimism and promotion, but it wasn’t until October 14, 2020 that
investors would learn just how distressed Porch had been……

Porch
Disclosures
Show Distress
And Doubt
About Its
Survival

“Interest expense increased by $3.5 million, or 122%, from $2.9 million in the six-months ended June 30, 2019
to $6.4 million in the six-months ended June 30, 2020. The increase was primarily due to increased interest
rates paid during the six-months ended June 30, 2020 compared with the six-months ended June 30, 2019.
The total level of interest-bearing debt during the two periods was comparable, as the Company had $58.5
million of interest-bearing debt at January 1, 2019 and $61.1 million at January 1, 2020. During 2020, several
of the Company’s loans were in technical default and interest expense was computed at higher default
interest rate levels.”
“At December 31, 2018 and 2019, the Company was in violation of certain covenants under this senior
secured lending arrangement. In July 2020, the Company refinanced the lending arrangement.”
“Based on the factors described above, and after considering management’s plans, there is substantial
doubt about the Company’s ability to continue as a going concern within one year from the date the
unaudited condensed financial statements were available to be issued”

Source: S-4 filing, October 14, 2020
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What Happened To Debt Free And What Is Porch’s
Real Debt Repayment Requirement?
There’s already evidence that Porch is failing to meet its financial objectives. The Company claimed it would complete the
transaction with $205m of cash and no debt. Yet, it ended up with more cash than projected, but its debt balance is still claimed
to be $40m in Porch’s investor presentations. This figure is actually contradicted by Porch’s 2020 10-K to be $50.8m(1)
Did projections of positive cash flow in 2H’2020 fail to materialize that could account for this?
CEO Gateway
Conf
Sept 2020

“So as we go public here through this SPAC, we will be very well-capitalized to be able to pursue that M&A strategy. So we'll end this
transaction debt-free with $205 million of capital on our balance sheet. When we went out to do our pipe raise, we started at $50
million pipe. It was upsized in the second day to $100 million and then upsized again to $150 million, and we are still 2x oversubscribed
for that pipe. And so that will give us a lot of ammo to be able to go and pursue our strategy”

Source: SPAC deal announcement – July 31, 2020
1) Porch’s 2020 10-K p.89, lists principal payments required as of 12/31/20 total $50.8m

Source: M&A and Investor Update Presentation – Jan 14, 2021
and still listed by Porch as $40m at 3/31/21 presentation
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Porch’s Business WORSENS Into Deal Closing
We believe Porch’s business was falling apart in the second half of 2020 and it burned a massive $31.7m in the quarter leading
up to the deal closing. This even includes the benefit of divested businesses in 2019 and 2020. This might explain why Porch’s
claims its balance sheet would be debt free didn’t come to fruition.

Analysis of Porch’s Operating Cash Burn
2019

$ in mm

Operating Cash Burn
Disclosed or implied

6M Ended 9M Ended FY Ended
June 30
Sept 30
Dec 31

($18.2)

($26.9)

($29.3)

Disclosed Disclosed Disclosed

2020
Qtr
Ended
Sept 30

Qtr
Ended
Dec 31

($8.6)

($2.5)

Implied

Implied

6M Ended 9M Ended FY Ended
June 30
Sept 30
Dec 31

($9.7)

($17.0)

($48.7)

Disclosed Disclosed Disclosed

Qtr
Ended
Sept 30

Qtr
Ended
Dec 31

($7.3)

($31.7)

Implied

Implied

In 2019 cash burn
improved in the
second half of the
year. In 2020, cash
burn intensified
Source: Porch S-4 and Prospectus
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Shady Business Acquisitions Many of Which
We Believe Have Already Failed
Spruce Point believes that investors should carefully research many of Porch’s recent acquisitions. We believe the biggest red flag
is Porch recently being accused of fraud by Kandela…..

Company

Date

Description

Spruce Point Concern

Owned by PDmB, Inc a small operation with just two employees listed on
“A tuck in acquisition in home inspection software”
LinkedIn. Porch failed to disclose an Oct 2020 acquisition until Jan 2021
“A tuck in acquisition of an all-in-one SaaS
Almost no recent views of the app on Google and Apple suggest limited
application for roofing contractors”
recent adoption and growth challenges
The CEO Andrew Frawley has been named in two securities fraud cases at
“Fully scaled Software-as-a-Service (SaaS)
Curo Group Holdings and Exchange Applications. V12 has restructured
marketing and data platform with tools to help brands multiple times and doesn’t list “real estate or moving” as an expertise on its
connect with and engage consumers at key
website. Its financial statements show a massive $29m goodwill and
purchasing decision points, such as moving”
impairment charge prior to Porch’s acquisition with revenues on pace to
decline 16% in 2020. The business doesn’t make money
U-Haul sued founder Mike Glanz claiming he ripped off their IP. Both parties
“Moving services marketplace based in
settled and HireAHelper entered into a licensing arrangement. HireAHelper
San Diego”
is now being sued in a class action lawsuit for underpayment of wages.
Porch delayed disclosure of an earnout payment revised lower
Kandela accuses Porch and its CEO “have engaged in a stunning and
“Moving concierge service company”
systematic pattern of fraud designed to prevent Kandela from achieving any
earnout”
Founded by Zorik Gordon who started ReachLocal (Serviz was initially
ClubLocal) which was a heavily promoted tech company that IPO and
“On demand home service platform”
fizzled. Like Porch, we believe Serviz lacked scale and had only raised
$20m, not enough to compete with bigger players. Porch divested Serviz in
May 2020

Palm-Tech

2021

iRoofing

2021

v12

2021

HireAHelper

2019

Kandela

2019

Serviz

2018

Done.com

2017

“On demand home services start up from Austin, TX”

Robin Lawncare

2017

“Uber for lawns”

Inspection Support Network

2017

“Home inspection software solution”

Home Owners Network

2017

“Ask The Experts” Smartphone App for instant
homeowner questions 24/7”

Business in both Texas and Washington states was terminated. Founder
and CEO Jenkins departed Porch in Dec 2020 according to his LinkedIn
Seriously? Acquired for $53k from Robin Technology. Not a single mention
of this currently on Porch’s lawn care page
Pivot towards using home inspectors as leads for potential home
purchasers? Summed up best by commentary here from home inspectors
belonging to the industry’s largest trade organization. Porch conceals its
ownership by listing itself as “partner” and not an owner
Porch makes no mention of this acquisition in its SEC filings. In addition, it
removed the website from public view in August 2020 right after announcing
the SPAC acquisition. Business leader O’Malley doesn’t even mention he
sold a business to Porch on his new venture’s biography.
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Porch Hides Its Past From 2017-2018
Echoing concerns from former employees in 2015 about transparency provided by Porch (notably when things aren’t going
well), we observe that Porch has omitted press releases from the 2017 – 2018 time period from its website. Porch touts
prominently in its SEC prospectus: “Throughout the last seven (7) years, Porch has established many partnerships across a
number of home-related industries.” Let us explore these partnerships a little further…Why does Porch make it difficult to
evaluate these claims? Let’s explore them….

Notice carefully
that press releases
from 2017-2018
have been hidden
from investors

Source: Porch website
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Porch Accused of Selling Vaporwear, or Promoting
Programs That Don’t Exist
Porch is currently being sued by Kandela, who is alleging fraud. One of its complaints is that Porch instructed them to sell products
and services that did not exist. In computer industry parlance, this is known as “Vaporwear.” Porch denies these allegations….

Source: Kandela vs. Porch.com Inc
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Spruce Point Finds Another Instance of a Service
Offering Being Obscured That Doesn’t Exist
Recall prior allegations that Porch would create offerings that didn’t exist with no intention of offering them in the future. Spruce Point
finds evidence Porch has a promoted partnership with Cinch. We called Cinch to verify its partnership with Porch, but
customer service had never heard of it. Click speaker icon for the taped audio conversation. In addition, Cinch’s website from
on-demand services appears extremely limited in geographic focus. Porch claimed users could access gutter and TV wall-mount
services, yet that option doesn’t even exist. Why was this partnership scrapped so quickly, and removed from Porch’s new IR
website so that current investors can’t easily find it?

Porch
Obfuscates
Partnership
News
Post
SPAC
Deal

Porch Doesn’t
Show Cinch News

Source: Porch Press Releases – Today’s Website

Source: Porch Press - Old Website

“There is massive opportunity within the national home service
marketplace for Cinch and our partners at Porch,” said Steve Upshaw,
Cinch CEO. “Both of our companies share a deep passion for making life
easier and providing added transparency for our clients, partners and
service providers. Together, we can better anticipate, meet and exceed
the expectations of today’s ever-more sophisticated consumer.
Each company will now be able to tap into each other’s complementary
offerings and infrastructure. This includes Cinch users having access
to Porch.com’s on-demand handyman service network, through
which they can easily find and book professionals to help them
tackle most common home projects— from clearing their gutters to
wall mounting TV’s. Similarly, Porch.com users will have access to
purchase Cinch’s diverse array of home protection plans.”
Source: Cinch press release with Porch – June 2, 2020

No gutters or
TV mounting

Source: Cinch
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Promoted Partnerships Disappear
Using the Wayback Machine, we can observe just how challenged Porch’s business has become. To illustrate, we look carefully at its
advertised partner brands and find an alarming decline in the quality of partnerships. Notably, Lowe’s (a large former investor), Google,
Wayfair, eBay, Overstock and even the Better Business Bureau are no longer highlighted. On the next slides we investigate the issues further.

2018

2020

Source: Wayback Machine – Aug 2018

Source: Wayback Machine – Aug 2020

Today 2021
Porch’s Poor BBB Reviews

Source: Porch’s BBB reviews

Source: Porch
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Failed Partnerships With Some of the Biggest
Names In American Retail
Porch had inroads with some of the premier retail companies in America to credentialize itself and its services with consumers
interested in home products and services. Yet, it’s abundantly clear that these partnerships failed miserably.

Partner

Date

Promotion

Outcome
FAILURE

1/24/2014

“Lowe’s Selects Porch.com to Simplify the Search Lowe’s invested in Porch’s Series A and B rounds, but in
for Home Professionals”
2019 it was willing to sell its stake 90% below what
Porch claims the stake was worth
FAILURE

3/25/2014

“Porch.com Enters Real Estate Space with
Groundbreaking Home and Neighborhood Project
History Reports Available on Realtor.com”

June 2016

“The company’s partnership with Overstock—an ecommerce platform that sells primarily home
goods— will allow customers to arrange set-up and
installation for their purchases”

April 2016

“Wayfair Partners with Porch.com to Offer
FAILURE
Installation and Assembly Services to Customers in
One Seamless E-Commerce Experience”
Has own Home Service business and uses Handy a lot

2017

“eBay has partnered with Porch, the leading home
services network, to offer the option of installation
and assembly services, which you can reserve when
you purchase applicable products.

There’s no more evidence of business relationship
between parties
FAILURE
There’s no more evidence of business relationship
between parties

FAILURE
Partnership has ended, phone line disconnected
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Google “Partnership” Scrapped:
Is Porch Being Transparent About Its Competition?
A close look at Porch’s prospectus reveals limited discussion of its competitive landscape. In fact, Porch does not provide one single and specific company
which it competes against. Spruce Point believes Porch is failing to address the elephant in the room: Google and Amazon. Google was listed as a Porch
partner, but both companies launched local home service businesses. In fact, Inc. Magazine labeled the home service market as “Low-Tech”, while Porch tries to
convince investors it’s a high growth SaaS business. In addition, we learned the Porch also competes with Red Ventures, Updater and HomeGauge (a subsidiary
of American Family Insurance)

Porch Doesn’t Name A Single
Competitor >> Why?
Competition
The home services industry is highly competitive and
fragmented, and in many important respects, local in
nature. We compete with, among others: (i) search
engines and online directories for all types of home
services we assist consumers with, (ii) other vertical
software companies in our markets, (iii) companies
who help consumers purchase insurance, moving, and
other home services, and (iv) other companies which
help consumers to make their homes simple. We
believe that our largest competition comes from the
wide variety of companies focused on reaching
consumers for the purpose of helping with key highvalue services such as insurance, moving, TV/Internet
and other such services, as well as numerous
traditional digital and non-digital service providers.

Industry Report Names Many Companies
In On-Demand Home Services,
But Not Porch?

Does Porch Stand A Chance vs.
Google and Amazon In a
“Low-Tech” Industry?

Who are the Major Online On-demand Home Services
Market Vendors?

Why Amazon and Google Are Making Waves in
Home Services

The online on-demand home services market has the
potential to grow by USD 4730.31 billion during 20212025, and the market’s growth momentum will accelerate
at a CAGR of 70.15%.

In a nutshell: Both Amazon and Google now have
their own products that cater to home service
businesses. Amazon's platform is called Amazon
Home Services, and Google has Google Local
Services.

This online on-demand home services market research
report provides valuable insights on the post COVID-19
impact on the market, which will help companies evaluate
their business approaches. Furthermore, this report
provides extensive insights on segmentation by service
(home care and design, repair and maintenance, health,
wellness and beauty, and others) and geography (APAC,
North America, Europe, South America, and MEA).

We believe that our ability to compete successfully will
depend primarily upon the following factors:

The report analyzes the market’s competitive landscape
and offers information on several market vendors,
including:

•
the size, quality, diversity and stability of the
large number of companies utilizing Porch’s software
and services who give Porch early and proprietary
access to homebuyers before competitors are aware;

Alfred Club Inc., Amazon.com Inc., ANGI Homeservices
Inc., AskforTask Inc., ByNext Inc., Helpling GmbH & Co.
KG, MyClean Inc., ServiceWhale Inc., TaskRabbit Inc.
ServiceMaster Global Holdings Inc.

Source: Porch Prospectus

Source: Technavio Report

Let's talk about how each of these platforms works
-- starting with Amazon. Here's an example: If a
customer purchases a sink, Amazon will prompt
him or her to book an installation for that sink.
Once the customer responds positively, Amazon
will alert home service businesses in the area
about the job opportunity, and let them take it from
there.
Google recently launched a new product called
Google Local Services. It allows home service
businesses to display a small green "Google
Guaranteed" shield next to their Google listing.
This indicates that a business is licensed and
insured, and gives customers more peace of mind
when engaging it for the first time.
Source: “Amazon and Google Are Currently Racing to Invest in
This Industry (and It's Not Technology) People describe this
industry as boring, stagnant, and low-tech, but Google and
Amazon don't seem to care”,
Inc. Magazine, March 11, 2019
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Busted eBay and Wayfair Partnerships
Another partnership started in 2018 and hidden from investors is eBay. While it still maintains a website discussing the partnership, the
phone number help line is currently disconnected and (emails went un responded to). In addition, Porch announced a partnership with
Wayfair in 2016. However, upon recent inspection we see that at best, it is no longer exclusive, and at worst has been terminated. Wayfair
has its own Home Services business and uses Handy for a majority of the products we queried.

Wayfair: Has Own Assembly Service and Uses Handy Now

eBay: Phone Number Disconnected

Phone
Disconnected.
[Emails sent not
responded to]

Source: eBay
and first
appeared in
2018 according
to the Wayback
machine

Wayfair Has Its Own
Assemble And Uses
Handy A Lot

Source: Wayfair 1, 2

Source: Wayfair Partners with Porch.com to Offer Installation and Assembly Services to Customers
in One Seamless E-Commerce Experience April 2016
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Overstock Busted Partnership
Recall that Porch has hidden press releases from 2018. We found a notable Overstock.com partnership from 2018 promising “AI” features to
offer customers installation and assembly options at checkout. As of our recent check, not only does this option not exist, but Overstock
does not even mention Porch under its discussion about assembling furniture.

June 2018: Overstock Partnership Hype

2021: Overstock Promotion Reality >> FAILURE

Porch, an online platform that connects homeowners with local
home repair services, announced a partnership with
Overstock.com Tuesday. The company’s partnership with
Overstock—an e-commerce platform that sells primarily home
goods— will allow customers to arrange set-up and installation
for their purchases.

Fancy “AI” Reference But Nothing Here!

The partnership is emblematic of an emerging opportunity
in digital commerce: pairing straightforward purchases
with location-based service recommendations powered by
AI and other cutting-edge technologies.

For a fixed price, Porch offers consumers access to over
300,000 home service professionals. Through a Porch tool
called Service Attach, Overstock customers will be able to
add installation or assembly services to their online
shopping carts. Those customers will also be able to access
Porch’s artificial intelligence assistant, which can recommend
the best service professionals and serve as a communication
platform.

Source: Overstock, Assembly Required Dresser, No Assembly Option Offered At Checkout

No Mention of Porch.com

“Overstock sells lots of products today where installation
and assembly make complete sense from a customer
perspective that they should be included,” said Matt
Ehrlichman, CEO of Porch.com. Customers expect
installation services for everything from furniture to light
fixtures, all of which are sold on Overstock’s online
marketplace.
Source: Overstock FAQs on Furniture Assembly
Source: Streetfightmag.com
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Baiting Investors That Home Inspectors
And Moving Services Are The Renewed
Path To Success In Home Services

Is Porch’s Focus On Home Inspectors Really The
Strongest Possible Competitive Advantage?
Anyone familiar with purchasing a home will realize that home inspection is but one small step in what can be a multi-month process. The
home inspection typically occurs after the purchase and sale agreement, and during the process of obtaining a mortgage at the request of
the lender. Porch claims its competitive strength is that it gets introduced to homebuyers six (6) weeks before their move in from its unique
insights into home inspector activity, and access to their business software.(1) While this sounds great, Spruce Point believes there are
better points in the home purchasing timeline to build stronger relationships with potential home buyers, and through professionals that have
developed deeper relationships with customers (eg. Real estate brokers, mortgage brokers and lawyers). All of these professionals are
engaged earlier in the process, and spend more time with home buyers then with home inspectors.

Stage of Home
Buying Process

Early

Search
For A
Home
Alone or
With
Broker
Time Spent
With
Professional

Days To
Months

Late

End

Search For
And Obtain
A Mortgage
Alone or
With Broker

Negotiate
And Sign A
Purchase
And Sale
Agreement
Typically With
Lawyer

Complete
A Home
Inspection
With A
Licensed
Inspector

Close
Home
Purchase

Days To
Months

Days To
Months

3 - 4 Hours

Middle

1) Porch 2020 10-K, p. 10
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Porch’s Partnership With InterNACHI
In December 2017, Porch partnered with InterNACHI, a non-profit organization formed by Nick Gromicko to promote the
interests of home inspectors. This press release is not on Porch’s website as it has deleted all press from 2017-2018. On
October 4, 2017 Mr. Gromicko also purchased a stake in Porch. Spruce Point is concerned about the potential conflict of
interest that the Master Inspector of a non-profit organization has in promoting a vendor to its members. Spruce Point has
found multiple instances of litigation against Mr. Gromicko, notably one claiming misuse of member data.

“Defendants have displayed,
reproduced, offered for
download and distributed
hundreds of Drawings on
NACHI’s website located at
www.nachi.org without
authorization or permission
from either Dearborn or
Carson Dunlop”

Porch CEO Partner
Nick Gromicko of
InterNACHI

Source: InterNACHI public forum

“In order to further his goals,
Gromicko has published false
and defamatory
statements about EBPHI
stating that its exam is a “joke”
a “scam” a “stupid piece of
crap
exam” and “not even a
psychometrically valid exam.”

“Since January 2006, Defendants
have refused and continued to
send unsolicited commercial
electronic email to Plaintiff”
“Since January 2006 Defendants
negotiated profitable deals on
products and services from
vendors and other by negotiating
the sale, trade and exchange of
Defendant's internal email
database list containing
kevin@stagl.com (plaintiff’s email
address)”
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Home Inspector Seriously Questions Porch’s Angle
To Winning In Home Services
Spruce Point believes that Porch’s partnership with home inspectors is a last ditch effort to make its business
model work. Porch’s partnership with home improvement leader Lowe’s and Realtor.com both failed. Now it
claims that home inspectors are the right approach to help its business succeed. Porch entered the space
through the acquisitions of the Inspection Support Network (“ISN) and Home Owners Network (“HON”). Porch’s
prospectus (p. 72) discloses that it made acquisitions with cash and non-cash totaling $20.3m in 2017. There is
skepticism expressed best from home inspectors themselves. As noted on InterNACHI’s website, at least one
vocal home inspector expresses that inspectors spend limited time with home owners, and that relationships are
often deeper between home buyers and real estate brokers and not home inspectors. In addition, there are
concerns about the way Porch contacts clients.

Porch
Warning

Risk Factor: “Additionally, our ERP and CRM SaaS offerings are highly concentrated within our Inspection
Support Network (ISN) brand, and reductions in the user base of these offerings or failure to grow such user
base may adversely impact our ability to access and collect personal information. If we are unable to collect
information from our customers or our service providers and commercial partners do not continue to provide us
with information of their customers, or if applicable laws prohibit or materially impair our use of such information,
our ability to provide services to consumers and drive early consumer access to service providers may be
materially impacted”
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Insights From A Home Inspector Who Uses
Porch’s ISN
An interview conducted by Tegus in Feb 2021 with a home inspector familiar with Porch’s ISN product revealed
multiple concerns.

Home Inspector’s
Take On How Porch
Get’s The Home
Inspection Report
And The Quality of
The Product
Delivered To The
Customer

“If the client purchases an ISN product called the Repair Estimate Report from ISN, that's a Porch product. And at that
point, Porch gets the whole inspection report because they need the report so that they can put together an estimate”

“It's really not that many. I'd say perhaps 1 out of 20. I mean I don't know if this is relevant to our discussion. But
personally, I don't think it's that great of a product, so I don't really push it that hard. Some of my clients really want to
know what's it going to cost. And costs in the construction industry vary so much. They vary by ZIP code. They vary by
what actually has to be done to correct the problem. So the RER can be useful because at the end of the day, that
seems to be what everyone is most interested in, is what's the number, what's it going to cost. And they need that
number quickly. So I've reviewed some of these RERs. And frankly, they make me a little nervous because I
don't think that they're that accurate. So I'm actually not that thrilled with the product.”

Home Inspector on
the Experience
Using The ISN
Software

“I think that if we go to the setup of the services and how I can enter services, pricing, how that ends up looking on the
order form when people get to my website, it's real confusing. But my business isn't confusing. I do home
inspections. I do condo inspections without common areas. I do condo inspections with common areas. And I offer a
few ancillary services as well: radon, mold, sewer scope, that kind of stuff. So I don't know. It's absolutely Byzantine, the
way that things are categorized and some things are -- I don't understand why it has to be so complicated, but it is. So
the way that things look on the order form just don't make sense to me. I feel like I'm about 90 saying this, but this is like
I just don't get it. It just doesn't make sense. Way too complex.”

Home Inspector’s
Opinion About
Porch’s Customer
Interaction

“I guess my parting gripe would be that, that the way that it was set up just barrages my customers with SMS
text and e-mail. And I had to go in and pull and just shut a lot of that down because you know what, it's spamming
and people don't want to be spammed. I mean it's one thing to stay in touch, but it's another to really annoy people.
So if I were starting it from scratch, I would start with just the bare minimum of e-mails and text and make it really easy
to turn them off.”

Source: Tegus
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Obscuring Ownerships In The Home Inspection
Industry
Inspection Support Network (ISN) is owned by Porch.com yet the Company’s website lists it as a partner and not an
owner. In addition, Porch owns Palm-Tech (acquisition disclosed) and America’s Call Center (acquisition unusually
disclosed)(1,2). Why is Porch obfuscating its true relationship between these firms and not showing Americas Call Center
as one of its companies along with the rest?

Source: ISN website
1)
2)

America’s Call Center informs customers of Porch takeover – Jan 19, 2021 – but Porch did not make an announcement
Porch’s S-1 prospectus dated Jan 15, 2021 discloses note 53 of selling shareholders “The shares of Common Stock held by such Selling Securityholder represent consideration
received in connection with the consummation of the transactions contemplated by that certain Membership Interest Purchase Agreement, dated as of December 28, 2020, by
and among America’s Call Center, LLC, Legacy Porch, the Company, Carissa Zak and Paul Zak.”
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We Believe Porch Games Investors With
Incomplete And Inaccurate Acquisition Disclosures
Spruce Point finds more evidence that Porch withholds information from investors in an attempt to manage results and expectations.
On the recent earnings call, management admits that the Palm-Tech acquisition closed in October 2020. Yet, they didn’t announce
the deal until Jan 14, 2021. In the interim, Porch made numerous SEC filings which failed to disclose the acquisition. For what
purpose is Porch withholding this information? Porch also claims in Q3 2020 it completed two immaterial acquisitions. Yet, Palm-Tech
closed in October 2020 (Q4) and Americas Call Center in December 2020 (Q4). Lastly, Porch’s 10-K recently disclosed it acquired a
home inspection company. Is this a strategy shift and why wasn’t it disclosed with the other four acquisitions in January?

Porch Announces
Four Strategic
Acquisitions
Jan 14, 2021

Porch’s COO
Q1 2021 Call
March 30, 2021

“Porch also announced two smaller and equally strategic acquisitions in PalmTech and iRoofing. Both
acquisitions are consistent with Porch’s strategy to go deeper into existing industries and expand its vertical
software platform into new home service categories.”

Source: Press Release

“IRoofing closed on December 31, got it in right at the end of the year there, and then V12 closed on January 12.
The HOA deal was also announced on January 13. And you asked about PalmTech was October 20.”

Do You Mean Q4?

Source: 2020 10-K, p. 103

Porch’s 10-K
March 31, 2021

“Additionally, in January 2021, the Company purchased a smaller home inspection company. This acquisition is
not material to the Company’s financial statements.”
Source: 2020 10-K, p. 108
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Key Member of HON Leaves Porch For Emerging
Competitor
One of the leaders of HON became Porch’s Director of Inspection, and left in November of 2019 to join iGo Academy, part of
InspectionGo. We believe InspectionGo is investing heavily in technology and will eventually compete with Porch to offer software
solutions. Its community membership, and educational training already tangentially competes with InterNACHI. Notice that InspectionGo
partnered with a digital marketing agency well in advance of Porch announcing the acquisition of v12.
Key HON Employee and Former Inspection Director At Porch
Joins InspectionGo

Source: LinkedIn

InspectionGo Growing Headcount Fast

InspectionGo Partners With Digital Marketing Firm Well Before
Porch Acquired v12

Source: Press release, Oct 2020

Source: LinkedIn Premium
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Porch Touts Moving Services Strength Lead By
HireAHelper….
Porch acquired HireAHelper (“HAH”) in 2018 for $11m (including $2m in cash and $8m in seller notes). Porch promotes it as one of its core
focus points and second biggest area where it gives its software away for free in the hopes of obtaining leads. We believe HAH had an
inauspicious start. According to a lawsuit filed by U-Haul, a dominant North American leader in moving services, founder Glanz logged into
uHaul’s MovingHelp.com website for the purpose of obtaining trade secrets before launching HAH. While the parties eventually settled and
HAH would license uHaul’s trade secrets, the Company further alleged that HAH breached the Settlement Agreement. Spruce Point
believes Porch investors should question the integrity of HAH’s management and its ability to succeed against the likes of uHaul with a
strong North American presence and Do-it-Yourself and get help solutions.

Porch Promotes Moving As Core Focus

Hire A Helper Controversial Background

Source: eMove (U-Haul) vs. Hire A Helper

Source: Porch various Investor Presentations
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Winning In Moving Services An Uphill Battle
Moving services are brutally competitive, and the fact that Porch put up just $2 million in cash for the business, points to the lack of scale
and strength of HireAHelper’s business. There are scores of moving websites on the internet to direct consumers toward moving options.
In addition, there various organizations such as Move.org and ConsumerAdocate.org that steer investors to certain companies with their
own ranking system. Neither of these organizations even profile HireAHelper in their rankings or search.

HireAHelper Nowhere To Be Found At Non-Profit Organizations Designed To Give Consumers
An Impartial View of Moving Services

HireAHelper
didn’t even
appear in the
zipcode where
the company is
headquartered

Source: Move.org

Source: ConsumerAdvocate.org
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Evidence Porch Is Concealing Material Information
About A Key Acquisition HireAHelper
Spruce Point believes Porch is concealing material information about one of its key acquisitions. Porch has
promoted HireAHelper (“HAH”) as a key software for its moving services. Porch touts its success in doubling revenues and
significant profit increases over the 18 months since acquisition. Up through month end Jan 29, 2021 Porch disclosed that
HAH owners were due up to $4.0m of contingent consideration for milestones over a four year period. Now in the 10-K filed
March 31, 2021 Porch discloses that the contingent consideration has been satisfied for approximately $2.0m. If the
acquisition were performing as well as touted by Porch, why would HAH settle for half the amount due?
Furthermore, why did Porch delay the disclosure of this deal amendment from investors for two months when it
could have been disclosed in the Jan 29th prospectus? Does this have anything to do with the litigation served on
HAH, and did its successful business performance have to do with not paying wages accurately?

Porch Touts
Hire A Helper
Success

In November 2018, we acquired Hire A Helper, LLC (“HireAHelper™”), a provider of software and demand for moving companies.
Similarly, within 18 months after being acquired by Porch, HireAHelper™ had more than doubled its revenues and achieved
significant increases in profits.

Jan 29, 2021
Porch
Footnote 11
Business
Combinations

“On November 1, 2018, the Company acquired Hire a Helper, LLC (“HaH”), a business that owns and operates a service which
connects homeowners with professional moving services. With the acquisition, the Company intends to enter the moving space
which is a complimentary vertical to the Company’s current business. The consideration paid includes contingent
consideration of up to $4,000 and relates to certain milestones for the HaH business related to gross profit, earnings
before income taxes, depreciation, and amortization, over the four year period after the acquisition”
Source: Porch Prospectus Filed Jan 29, 2021

March 31, 2021
Subsequent
Event
Porch 10-K

“In January 2021, the Company entered into an amendment of the purchase agreement with the selling members of Hire-a-Helper,
LLC that was acquired in November 2018. Under this amendment, the selling members consented to satisfy the contingent
consideration for approximately $2 million.”

Putative Wage
and Hour Class
Action Suit

“A former employee of HireAHelper™ filed a complaint in San Diego County Superior Court asserting putative class action claims
for failure to pay overtime, failure to pay compensation at the time of separation and unfair business practices in violation of
California law. HireAHelper™ was served with the complaint in December 2020 and on January 28, 2021 Defendants removed the
case to the United States District Court for the Southern District of California.”
Source: Porch 2020 10-K, Filed March 31, 2021
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Shady Accounting And Financial
Management Includes
Misstatements To The SEC, Inflated
Margins And Understated Debts

Revolving Door In Key Financial And Accounting
Functions
Porch Warning: “We do not have sufficient, qualified personnel to prepare and review complex technical accounting issues and effectively
design and implement systems and processes that allow for the timely production of accurate financial information in accordance with
internal financial reporting timelines to support the current size and complexity (e.g., acquisitions, divestitures and financings) of the
Company. This material weakness could result in a misstatement of substantially all of our accounts or disclosures that would result in a
material misstatement to the annual or interim consolidated financial statements that would not be prevented or detected”

Date

Name

Role

Porch Accomplishments From LinkedIn Biography

June 2020 - Current

Marty Heimbigner

CFO

July 2015 – Sept 2017

Chris Larson

CFO

May 2015 – Jan 2016

Bob Barton

CFO

Dec 2013 – March 2015

Jeff Dossett

CFO

Aug 2020 – Jan 2021

Sandi Heffernan

Controller

-Oversight of Accounting, HR, Recruiting, and Legal functions. Led financial diligence,
coordination with outside legal counsel, and financial integration for M&A transactions.
Led annual compensation planning and implemented compensation benchmarking
process. Prepared company for first financial statement audit and successfully
completed Big 4 audit. Scaled financial operations by selecting and implementing ERP
system and overhaul of banking operations.
Built financial team, installed a formal close process with GAAP based financials and
executive level financial reporting, implemented a financial planning process and refined
the financial model, installed a cash tracking and management process, organized
headcount tracking and management, performed a compensation review and delivered a
market based compensation model.
Led partner strategy and business development team. Successfully led closing of
$26MM Series A-1 and $66MM Series B financing. Provided overall corporate
development, financial planning and business and people operations.
During my time as Controller, I helped lead the team through a Special Purpose
Acquisition Company or SPAC Merger transaction to take the company public.
Lead the accounting team through a PCAOB compliant financial statement audit and
quarterly reviews in preparation for the transaction. Oversaw financial and tax reporting,
internal controls, payroll, equity compensation, and payables, Provided input and review
of due diligence for several acquisitions. Partnered with the CFO to prepare required
SEC filings to complete the SPAC Merger transaction and IPO

Oct 2015 – Feb 2020

Lindy Key

Controller

Mar 2014 – Oct 2015

Nate Eisele

Director, Finance and
Accounting

2012 – 2020

Adam Lenhardt

VP of Finance

Source: LinkedIn and State Public Filings

-Developed all budgets, forecasts, and financial models across multiple business lines for
fast growing home improvement startup. Company grew from pre-revenue to $20M run
rate and from 100 employees to 500+. Provided finance & accounting support for Series
A & B fundraising due diligence, successfully raising $100M in capital
Managed two direct reports overseeing payroll administration & internal/external financial
reporting. Additional responsibilities include Cap Table management, creating policies,
procedures, and controls
--
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Porch Has Critical Hiring Needs Still In Accounting
And Finance
Warning: Some of Porch’s biggest hiring needs are in Finance and Accounting. After we illustrate the magnitude of the
problems, we hope investors will think carefully about the accuracy of the Company’s financial statements. It could not
conduct an assessment of its internal controls for 2020.
Porch
Warning

“As a result, management was unable, without incurring unreasonable effort or expense to conduct an assessment of our internal control
over financial reporting as of December 31, 2020. Accordingly, we are excluding management's report on internal control over financial
reporting pursuant to Section 215.02 of the SEC Division of Corporation Finance's Regulation S-K Compliance & Disclosure
Interpretations.”

Porch Job Openings

Source: Porch Careers - April 2020
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Shady Accounting Even Porch Can’t
Consistently Justify
In our opinion, Porch gave a long-winded and non-sensical explanation, as to why it booked $33m as stock-based
compensation expense when Lowe’s sold a portion of its equity for $4.0 million ($0.25 per share) to CEO Ehrlichman.
Porch wants investors to believe that Lowe’s would irrationally sell its equity at $33m below fair value, and that it
should receive a $33m credit add-back to Adjusted EBITDA as a result of the transaction.
We Believe Porch’s Response To SEC Question
Sounds Ludicrous

Allows For A Large Add-Back To Avoid Large YoY
Adjusted EBITDA Decline

CEO has no idea why one
of his biggest investors
might want out? Really!

Source: Porch and PROPTECH Response To
SEC Comment Letter: Nov 16, 2020

Really!!!
See Next Slide’s
Explanation

Large $33.2m addback from suspicious
accounting from
Lowe’s selling stake?
Source: Porch Prospectus Jan 29, 2021

Non-cash stock comp
more than total
stock comp!
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Did Porch Lie Directly To the SEC? Porch Can’t Keep
Its Story Straight Regarding Its Shady Accounting
Months later, when discussing the CEO’s compensation for 2019, the Company explicitly stated it was not a party to the
Lowe’s stock transaction, and thus did not view the $33m as part of his compensation. This bold statement contradicts what
Porch told the SEC earlier that the transaction should be viewed as stock compensation. If Porch was not a party to
the transaction, why is it recorded in Porch’s financial statements?

Alternative
View

By having CEO Ehrlichman purchase Lowe’s shares, and claim that it was substantially below market value, was the
Company using this as diversion from taking a goodwill impairment? Porch’s losses increased from $50.4m to
$103.2m from 2018 and 2019. The extreme increase in losses and Lowe’s stock sale could be potential indicators of
goodwill impairment.

Source: Porch Prospectus Jan 29, 2021

Source: Porch and PROPTECH Response To SEC Comment Letter: Nov 16, 2020

H
U
H
?
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Are Debts Understated From Issuing Guarantees?
Spruce Point estimates that Porch has a maximum potential liability associated with financial guarantees made to
home inspectors of $1.1 billion. Based on our field research and review of accounting guidance, we believe Porch
should account for this liability on its balance sheet at its expected credit loss.(1) At a conservative 0.5% guarantee
claims rate, a $6m liability would be accrued on Porch’s balance sheet. As Porch claims it can keep growing its home
inspector base and capture a greater percentage of inspections on its platform, the expected liability could get larger.

Home
Inspector
User of Porch
Porch CEO
CNBC And
FY 20 Call

Porch Guarantee

"They came in and they have a guarantee on if anything gets missed, they will cover the cost of that, and I use that
service, and it's awesome. I'm also a company that doesn't have a lot of claims, I've had in the last 3 years, maybe 4
or 5 claims, and they've paid every one of them. And it just makes me look good, makes them look good. So that's
been awesome."
Source: Tegus
"Just as an example, 28% of all the home inspections in the US, so when you think about when you make an offer on
a home you have to go get an inspection, 28% of all those in the country are managed through the software platform
that we provide and sell to those inspection companies."
Source: CNBC Mad Money - Jan 15, 2021 and FY 2020 Conference Call

Spruce Point Estimated Maximum Potential Liability
Home Sales
Porch
As Proxy For
Share of
Home
Inspections
Inspections
Per CEO
Annually (2)
(A)
(B)

Maximum
Liability Potential

Source: Porch Guarantee

1)
2)

6.2 million

28%

See ASU 460-10 for Recognition of Guarantees
National Association of Realtors – March 2021

Maximum
Exposure Per
Inspection

Maximum
Potential
Liability

(C)

=A x B x C

$650

$1.1 billion
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Debts Understated From Leases
By now, most public companies have adopted ASU 2016-02 to recognize leases on the balance sheet. However,
Porch still has not adopted this guidance, and as a result, its financial statements are not comparable on
an apples-to-apples basis with other public companies. As a conservative estimate, we believe $6.3m of
lease liabilities should be accounted for on Porch’s balance sheet.
Porch’s
Balance Sheet
Isn’t ApplesTo-Apples
With Other
Public
Companies

"In February 2016, the FASB issued ASU 2016-02, Leases (Topic 842). The new standard is effective for non-public
companies for reporting periods beginning after December 15, 2021 and early adoption is permitted. The comprehensive new
standard will amend and supersede existing lease accounting guidance and is intended to increase transparency and
comparability among organizations by recognizing lease assets and liabilities on the balance sheet and requiring disclosure of
key information about leasing arrangements. The guidance requires lessees and lessors to recognize and measure leases at
the beginning of the earliest period presented using a modified retrospective approach. The Company is currently in the
process of evaluating the impact of this standard and expects that the adoption of the ASU will increase assets and
liabilities related to the Company’s operating leases on the consolidated balance sheets."

Porch Leases: $2.3m

HOA Leases: $1.7m

v12 Leases: $2.1m

Source: Porch Prospectus and 10-K
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Porch Focuses Investors Heavily On Gross Profit
Porch points investors to focus heavily on Gross Profit (Margin) as a key metric and valuation benchmark. As a result, Spruce Point has
carefully scrutinized this metric and finds irrefutable evidence to suggest Porch is inflating Gross Profit (Margin).

Porch Cites Gross Profit As A “Key Metric”

Source: Investor Presentation, October 2020

Porch Cites EV / Gross Profit As A Valuation
Benchmark

Source: Investor Day Presentation, Dec 2020
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Porch’s Key Financial Assumptions Contradicted By
Experts During Our Research
Warning: There’s a 40% delta between Porch’s claimed customer lead economics from ISN vs. expert’s opinions. $25 vs. $14-$15.
Porch’s assumed average revenue of $4 per inspection also appears impossible given volume discounts.

Porch CEO
Analyst Day
Dec 2021

Spruce Point
Interview of a
Former Porch
Employee
InterNACHI
(Major Trade Group)
Master Inspector
(And Porch Partner)

“When a company is paying us with SaaS fees, they’re paying us around $4 per customer today. When they decide to pay
with customer access, it’s a much better, again, experience and offering for that company. But at the same time, the inspection
company becomes -- is worth about 6x more to Porch overnight, which is a great thing for all parties involved. But we really do feel
like we’re just getting started, as you can see on the right-hand side of the slide. Well, $25 is great in terms of what we generate
per homebuyer on average. And again, that’s not necessarily to everybody we talk to or certainly not anybody that
purchases a service, just on average, and a company’s customers are worth about $25 to us.”
“Each inspector was paying probably anywhere from a $1 to $3 per inspection to use that software. So if you knew your
average lead was worth $14 - $15 bucks you could easily give that product away, and lower your cost of acquisition”
“I’m quoting the bigger customers too, the larger the volume the lower the fees”

Commentary on website that inspector’s customer leads are worth $15

Why does Porch
Assume The
Maximum Fee?

Source: Porch Investor Day, Slide 18
1) For 2019, Porch generated approximately $4 in SaaS fees per inspection processed through its SaaS system.
3) Porch’s homebuyer base has grown quickly and while Porch has and continues to scale rapidly, it does not yet
attempt to contact all homebuyers to whom it has access. $25 is Porch management’s estimate based on those
homebuyers who were attempted to be contacted

Source: ISN Pricing

Warning: Management
estimates can be inflated
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Current Lawsuit Alleges Fraud By Porch
Warning: Porch is currently being sued by Kandela, an acquisition target that is alleging fraud. In the lawsuit, Kandela details that
Porch exaggerates its capabilities and figures in a reckless manner. In the context of our recent findings that experts believe Porch‘s
claimed customer lead economics are 40% less, we believe investors should exercise extreme caution. In addition, an article from
2015 that conducted employee interviews also suggests that Porch has made inaccurate business claims in the past. (1)

Source: Kandela vs. Porch.com Inc
1) “Challenges at Porch: High-Flying, Heavily Funded Startup Learns The Lessons of Rapid Growth”, Geekwire, Nov 5, 2015
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We Believe Porch’s Gross Margins Are Inflated By
At Least 230 Basis Points
We believe Porch’s gross margins are not accurately stated. Porch explicitly states it encourages customers to pay it in the form of customer
leads, which then generate transactional revenue. Yet, by closely examining Porch’s cost of revenue disclosure, it explicitly excludes the cost of
leads. We conservatively estimate Porch booked $8.1m of revenue in 2019 with zero cost associated with it. As a result, we estimate Gross
Margin % to be inflated by approximately 2.3% (230 basis points). Note: This analysis just includes the inspection business, and not the moving,
utility or warranty businesses, where Porch also provides software and has a similar pay model. However, inspection is its largest.
Porch’s
Disclosure on
Cost of Revenue

“Cost of revenue primarily consist of professional fees and materials under the Managed Services model and credit card processing
fees, including merchant fees.”

Porch’s CEO At
Gateway
Conference

“Porch provides ERP and CRM software to a wide variety of home services companies. Those companies can pay us with typical
software fees or we really encourage those companies to pay us by providing us access to their consumer, to their
homebuyers, where we then generate B2B2C transactional revenues as we help those consumers with key services for their home.”

Source: Prospectus, p. 70

Source: Transcript

Estimated Inspection Revenue From Leads vs. SaaS Fees
$ in mm

Total Annual Inspections (1)

2019E
SaaS
100%

Estimated Margin Overstatement

Breakdown in Porch Customer Pay
Method For Home Inspection (5)
SaaS
Lead
59%
41%

5,340,000

5,340,000

5,340,000

26%

26%

26%

1,388,400

819,156

569,244

--

--

324,469

$4.00

$4.00

--

--

--

$25.00

Inspection Revenue

$5.6

$3.3

$8.1

Total Revenues To Porch

$5.6

% Through Porch (2)
Porch Inspections
57% Lead Conversion Rate (3)
SaaS Revenue Per Inspection (4)
Revenue Per Inspection
When Paid in Leads (4)

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

$ in mm

PF
Porch
2019A

Adjust:
Cost of
Lead (1)

Spruce Point
Pro Forma
Adjusted

Porch Sales

$55.6

$55.6

Less: Cost of Revenue

(8.6)

Gross Profit

$47.0

$45.7

% margin

84.5%

82.2%

(1.3)

(9.9)

Note: 2019 Pro Forma for divested businesses
1) We assume the equivalent value of the lead is $4 of revenue foregone

$11.4

Existing home sales per NAR as a proxy for inspections
Disclosed Investor Day Presentation (slide 11), Dec 1, 2020
Porch’s inspector Kilma says 95% of customers opt-in,80% are communicated with, and 75% get at least 1 service
Disclosed Investor Day Presentation (slide 10), Dec 1, 2020
Disclosed Investor Day Conference Call per the CEO

Revenue booked with no
cost associated with it
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Valuation and Downside Case

We Believe Porch Is Really A Glorified Human
Capital Intensive Lead Generator
Porch would love investors to believe it’s a high quality SaaS software company, and uses lots of fancy buzz acronyms like
B2B2C and B2B to make its business sound sophisticated. However, at the end of the day, we believe Porch is essentially a
human capital intensive lead generation company - and a low quality one as supported by blunt BBB customer complaints (see
below bottom right). Porch doesn’t disclose employees by breakdown, but LinkedIn reveals that support functions have been
growing fast. It employs 350 full time-employees and 598 full-time independent contractors for support, operations and sales

Only 11% SaaS, Everything Else A Buzz Acronym

Source: Company Presentation

Support Employees Growing Faster Than Sales

Source: LinkedIn Premium

Source: Recent BBB reviews
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Some Recent Tailwinds Look To Become Headwinds
As Housing Normalizes
In the near term, Porch has benefited from a large increase in existing home sales (as mortgage rates hit historic lows) and home
remodeling activity picked up during the COVID-19 lock downs. However, as the economy opens up and long-term interest rates begin
to rise, we believe it could become a headwind for Porch’s growth story.(1)

Source: National Association of Realtors
1) “Rising Mortgage Rates Are Starting to Become a Problem”, Bloomberg, March 29, 2021
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We Believe Porch Provides A Fairytale And
Aspirational Peer Group
Porch would like investors to believe it is a “High Growth / High Margin” software company. Think again! We’ve already
illustrated our belief that Porch inflates is margins by ignoring critical lead costs of revenue. In addition, we believe Porch’s high
revenue growth story isn’t as appealing as it seems. After 10 years, Porch’s revenues are just $120m and it has sharply
negative operating cash flow. This is significantly worse than the aspirational peers it wants investors to evaluate it against.

Porch Has The Lowest Revenue (And Is The Only Cash
Incinerating Company) 10 Years Into Its Existence

Year
Founded

Revenues
10Yrs Later

Positive
OCF

Alteryx

1997

N/A

YES

Hubspot

2006

$181.9

YES

The TradeDesk

2009

$661.1

YES

ZenDesk

2007

$430.2

YES

Porch (1)

2011

$120.0

NO

Company

Source: Company financials
1) Pre-announcement of four acquisitions in Jan 2021

Source: Investor Day Presentation, Dec 2020
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Analysts Modeling Porch’s Words At Face Value
Porch was recently initiated with a “Buy” and $27 price target with ~33% upside. The Craig Hallum report takes management’s
claims of $4 per SaaS transaction and $25 in lead value at face value. We believe this is a major input into the growth story.
According to industry experts, the value of a customer lead may be closer to $14 - $15 or 40% lower.
Spruce Point Interview of a Former Porch Employee

“Each inspector was paying probably anywhere from a $1 to $3 per
inspection to use that software. So if you knew your average lead was
worth $14 - $15 bucks you could easily give that product away, and lower
your cost of acquisition”
“I’m quoting the bigger customers too, the larger the volume the lower the fees”

InterNACHI Master Inspector Gromicko (Porch Partner)

Commentary on website regarding $15 value per lead
Source: InterNACHI
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What’s Porch Really Worth? Not Much If You
Believe The CEO Has Created ACTV 2.0
We believe the best valuation comparable to Porch is The Active Network, which was acquired by Vista Equity in 2013 for
$1.05bn, or approximately 2x EV/Revenues. Porch’s CEO Matt Ehrlichman was the Chief Strategy Officer at the Company.
We believe he’s implemented a nearly identical business strategy at Porch. However, Porch does not generate any positive
operating cash flow and has negative EBITDA, whereas Active had positive EBITDA and projected free cash flow. As a result,
we fail to see why any strategic or financial buyer would pay more than 2x projected revenues for Porch.

The Active Network Deal Valuation From Management Projections
$ in mm

2012

2013E

2014E

2015E

Revenue
% growth

$419
24.3%

$457
9.1%

$492
7.7%

$542
10.2%

Gross Profit
% Margin

$227.7
54.3%

$292
63.9%

$317
64.4%

$352
64.9%

Adjusted EBITDA
% margin

$38
9.2%

$55
12.0%

$69
14.0%

$89
16.4%

Unlevered After-Tax
Free Cash Flow

NM

($1)

$27

$43

EV / Revenue

--

2.2x

2.0x

1.9x

EV / Gross Profit

4.4x

3.5x

3.2x

2.9x

Source: Active Fairness Opinion and Deal Announcement
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Red Venture’s Acquisition of Imagitas and MyMove
An Instructive Valuation Data Point
Red Ventures is a current competitor backed by Silver Lake, a $79bn technology investment firm, and also operates MyMove, which has a
partnership with the U.S. Postal Service that generates leads, and allows it to offer other home related services. The MyMove assets were
acquired through the Imagitas acquisition in 2015 from Pitney Bowes (NYSE: PBI). The deal was valued at $310m, putting a 2x revenue
multiple on the business that was being turned around, and starting to grow at nearly 20%.

Imagitas And MyMove Deal Valuation From Pitney Bowes Disclosures
$ in mm

2013

2014

2015E

Revenue
% growth

$126
NA

$128
2%

$153
19%

EBIT
% margin

$6.0
4.8%

$19.0
14.8%

$27.9
18.2%

D&A

$4.5

$4.9

$5.6

EBITDA
% margin

$10.5
8.3%

$23.9
18.7%

$33.4
21.9%

EV / Revenue

2.5x

2.4x

2.0x

EV / EBITDA

29.5x

13.0x

9.3x

Source: Pitney Bowe’s 2015 10-K and Deal Announcement
Note: 2015E figures annualized based on May 11th closing
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Instructive To Look At Red Ventures’ Acquisition of
Bankrate As A Valuation Data Point
We believe another instructive valuation benchmark for Porch is Red Ventures’ acquisition of Bankrate (RATE) in 2017. The business was
acquired for approximately $1.4 billion. RATE is a website with financial content verticals, notably mortgages and home lending, which
provides leads to home care and service providers. RATE was acquired for 2.6x and 2.2x current year and next year revenues, and was
also cash flow positive when acquired. Porch is deeply cash flow negative. As a side note, in 2015 RATE executives were charged with
accounting fraud.(1) In 2016, there were expense reclassifications to move certain traffic acquisition costs to cost of revenue. This is
interesting insofar as we believe Porch also does not accurately classify certain lead costs.
“During 2016, expenses were reclassified from sales and marketing expenses to cost of revenue and general and administration
for one of our businesses. The expenses moved to cost of revenue are traffic acquisition costs in nature and more
appropriately classified as costs of revenue, and the other costs more appropriately classified as general and administrative
expenses. For 2015, $994,000 was reclassified from sales and marketing to cost of revenue and $290,000 was reclassified from sales
and marketing to general and administrative expense.”
Source: 2016 10-K

Bankrate Deal Valuation From Management Projections
$ in mm

2016

2017E

2018E

2019E

Revenue
% growth

$434
17.3%

$516
18.8%

$607
17.6%

$720
18.6%

Gross Margin
% margin

$225.6
52.0%

--

--

--

Adjusted EBITDA
% margin

$115
26.4%

$131
25.4%

$145
23.9%

$175
24.3%

EV / Revenue

3.1x

2.6x

2.2x

1.9x

EV / Gross Profit

6.0x

--

--

--

EV / Adj EBITDA

11.8x

10.4x

9.4x

7.8x

Source: Bankrate Fairness Opinion and Deal Announcement
1) SEC Charges Bankrate and Former Executives With Accounting Fraud
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Trading Comps Point To Severe Overvaluation
Porch trades at a lofty 2021E 9.0x revenue and 11.7x gross profit multiple on the assumption its recent revenue growth is sustainable,
but we believe recent results are distorted due to low-quality acquisitions, which inflates inorganic growth. In addition, we believe Porch’s
true Enterprise Value is higher as it ignores dilutive options, debt obligations associated with financial guarantees, leases and potential
liabilities associated with litigation. We believe Porch’s closest publicly traded peers suggest a valuation closer to 2.0x – 4.0x sales
$ in millions, except per share figures

Name (Ticker)

Stock
Price
4/8/2021

Adj
Ent.
Value

2021E
Gross
Margin

2021E
OCF
Margin

2021E
EBITDA
Margin

Zillow (Z)

$137.91

$22,498

38.6%

-0.4%

9.5%

63.1%

46.4%

4.1x

2.8x

10.7x

7.3x

ANGI (ANGI)

$14.41

$6,951

85.4%

10.0%

10.9%

12.6%

19.9%

4.2x

3.5x

4.9x

4.1x

GrubHub (GRUB)

$65.57

$6,294

39.2%

9.6%

9.0%

21.6%

15.5%

2.8x

2.5x

7.3x

6.3x

Yelp (YELP)

$40.58

$2,728

93.6%

16.5%

16.8%

14.4%

13.2%

2.7x

2.4x

2.9x

2.6x

Groupon (GRPN)

$50.13

$1,196

75.2%

5.5%

10.8%

-31.6%

4.8%

1.2x

1.2x

1.6x

1.6x

ChannelAdvisor (ECOM)

$24.87

$700

79.5%

20.9%

21.3%

7.1%

8.9%

4.5x

4.1x

5.7x

5.2x

TrueCar (TRUE)

$4.93

$271

92.4%

6.5%

4.8%

-5.6%

10.4%

1.0x

0.9x

1.1x

1.0x

Leaf Group (LEAF)

$9.10

$220

34.2%

5.2%

3.0%

12.2%

7.6%

0.9x

0.9x

2.7x

2.5x

Max

93.6%

20.9%

21.3%

63.1%

46.4%

4.5x

4.1x

10.7x

7.3x

Average

67.3%

9.2%

10.8%

11.7%

15.8%

2.7x

2.3x

4.6x

3.8x

Min

34.2%

-0.4%

3.0%

-31.6%

4.8%

0.9x

0.9x

1.1x

1.0x

Porch (PRCH)
Spruce Point Adjusted

Sales Growth
'20E-'21E '21E-'22E

EV / Sales
2021E
2022E

EV / Gross Profit
2021E
2022E

$17.34

$1,223

79.3%

-19.8%

-13.4%

139.7%

41.7%

7.0x

4.9x

8.8x

6.2x

$17.34

$1,578

76.8%

-19.8%

-13.4%

139.7%

41.7%

9.0x

6.4x

11.7x

8.3x

Source: Company filings and Bloomberg consensus figures
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Market Has The Wrong Share Count
Spruce Point believes the market is miscalculating Porch’s market capitalization by not having the correct share count.
Its valuation and stock multiples are much higher after taking into account warrant and option adjustments.

$ in millions, expect per share

Porch
Street

Porch
Spruce Point
Adjusted

$17.34

$17.34

81.5

81.7

Warrants all outstanding

0.0

14.3

HOA shares

0.0

1.0

Options Exerciseable, Net

0.0

3.0

Total Shares Outstanding

81.5

100.0

Stock Price
Basic

Capital IQ

Yahoo Finance

Source: Spruce Point Analysis

Bloomberg
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Spruce Point Estimates 50% – 70% Intermediate
Downside, With 100% Long-Term Downside
After 10 years, we believe Porch still hasn’t found a business model that is proven to generate cash flow. We believe
peer acquisitions made closer to 2.0x forward sales, and the sale of the CEO’s predecessor vertical software strategy at
2.2x sales, are indicative of what the business is worth in the intermediate term. Once it becomes evident Porch’s recent
strategy shift will be challenged to succeed and losses mount, absent new funding, the equity could be worthless.
$ in millions, except per share amounts

Valuation

Multiple of 2021E Revenues
Projected Revenues
Enterprise Value
Plus: Expected Cash (1)
Less: Face Value of Debt (2)
Less: Leases
Less: Lawsuit Demands
Less: Financial Guarantees
Equity Value
Diluted Shares
Price Target
% Downside

Low Price

2.0x
$175.0
$350.0
$230.0
($50.8)
($6.3)
($11.3)
($5.6)
$505.8
100.0
$5.06/sh
-71%

High Price

Note

4.0x
$175.0
$700.0
$230.0
($50.8)
($6.3)
($11.3)
($5.6)
$855.8
100.0
$8.56/sh
-51%

Our variant valuation is driven by a few variables:
1) Our 2x multiple reflects our belief Porch is a low
quality lead generation business with
characteristics similar to The Active Network, the
CEO’s prior failed company acquired at 2x sales. In
addition, temporary upside in sales performance
has been driven by a spike in existing home sales
and home projects pent up through COVID-19. We
expect this to normalize. Peer lead-generation
sites Bankrate and MyMove owned by competitor
Red Ventures also acquired near 2x forward sales
2) Financial guarantees and leases not being
captured on the balance sheet that are a form of
debt. Porch is being sued by Kandela for $11.5m.
We believe there are behavioral similarities
between what’s alleged in the Kandela lawsuit,
and how Porch has conducted itself elsewhere
3) Share count includes an additional 3m of dilution
from in-the-money and exercisable options

Downside based on $17.34/sh
1) Per company’s recent investor presentation disclosure, assuming warrants exercised
2) Porch’s investor presentation has consistently listed $40m of debt even prior to year end 2020. As of 12/31/20 according to its 10-K p.89, principal payments required total $50.8m
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